Recreational Vehicle Ordinance Sub -Committee Minutes
September 18, 2018
6:30 pm
Present: Trustee Jon Grothendick, Trustee Dawn Cillo, Trustee Ryan Thomasson, Phil Sperling,
Donna Erfort
Went over Georgina Lamb’s questions she had sent to sub- committee. Most do not apply to
this ordinance, but Jon will reply to her email.
Donna supplied us with literature from communities with similar demographics for committee
to look over and make any comparisons for next meeting.
Phil asked the question, what are we trying to accomplish and why are we looking to change
ordinance
Ryan stated we should have the freedom to have the recreational items as that was one of the
attractions of buying into the neighborhood
Dawn was concerned mainly about the aesthetic point of view, not for how many items but
having the Vehicles / trailers stored neatly on property and in proper areas
All agreed that for safety and health reasons how many does this impact. To which Donna
added that we had an ordinance already in place for that.
Some pictures had been taken from around the neighborhood, and all seemed to have an issue
of some sort-just looking at them, but for most part, if they did some property cleanup they
probably would not have an issue under this ordinance.
Discussed making some changes to allow Rec Vehicles stored on side of house or smaller ones
in backyard as long as, if on grass that it is maintained (being cut, weed wacked, and no ruts
form)
All agreed that we would take a look at the top 10 “offenders” from pictures taken, and go out
to see if other ordinances would bring resolution to the issue or if they actually fall under this
ordinance and then see if our proposal of parking on side of house, etc would resolve their
issue.
Next meeting is October 9th at 6:00.
Meeting adjourned at 8:00pm Submitted by Dawn Cillo Approved October 9, 2018

